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 Ebben a dokumentumban az elmúlt évek Examiners feladatlapjaiból válogattunk össze   
 néhány feladatot. Egy feladatlapban általában 5-6 feladat szerepel + a csoportosan  
 dolgozó gyerekeknek + 1 összetettebb feladatot kell megoldani (Groupwork)   

 
Circle the correct answer.  
 
1. He went out …… few minutes before you arrived. 
   a. a      c. an 
   b. the     d.  - 
 
2.  … is a valuable metal. 
   a. The gold               c. Gold 
   b. A gold     d. All gold 
 
3. You buy petrol by … litre. 
   a. a      c. the 
   b. -      d. one 
 
4. Butter is made from … milk. 
   a. the     c. a 
   b. some     d. - 
 
5. It‘s easy for …, they are strong and healthy. 
   a. young     c. the young 
   b. a young                                            d. the youngs 
 
6. What …. beautiful picture! 
   a. -      c. the 
   b. a       d. one 
 
7. When there is a change in the weather I always have …. headache. 
   a.  a      c. - 
   b. the     d. an 
 
8. What … nice dress! 
   a. one     c. a  
   b. -      d. the 
 
9.  It‘s easy for …, they can buy everything. 
   a. rich     c. a rich 
   b. the rich     d. the riches 
 
10. Apples are sold by …. pound. 
   a. the     c. one 
   b. a       d. - 
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11. Did you get to the cinema in …. time?  
    a. the      c. a 
    b. an     d. - 
 
12. Did you come by … air? 
    a. an     c. the 
    b. -      d. a 
 
13. You should brush your teeth after … breakfast. 
    a. a      c. the 
    b. one     d. - 
 
14. ‘Can you tell me … time?‘ ‘ It is five o‘clock.‘ 
    a. the     c. - 
    b. a      d. an 
 
15. Don‘t ask me, I am not … teacher. 
    a. -      c. any 
    b. a      d. one 

Phrasal verbs on education 

a. Match the phrasal verbs with their meanings 

 

1. to kick out 

2. to drop out (of school) 

3. to put somebody through something 

4. to read/go over  

5. to catch up on  

6. to put off 

7. to fall behind 

8. to hand in 

9. to hand out 

10.  to read up on 

11. to make up 

12.  to brush up on  

 

a.  to quit school, to leave before finishing (school) 

b. invent a story that is not true 

c. to submit 

d. to improve one‘s knowledge of something 

e. to expel 

f. to learn about something by reading a lot 

g. to pay for somebody‘s education 
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h. to distribute 

i. to review 

j. to make less progress or be less successful than others 

k. if you have fallen behind, to do extra work to be on the same level as others 

l. to delay, to do something at a later date  

 

b. Fill in the sentences with the proper verb from above. Put the 

verbs into the correct form. 

 

1. I have to __________ something ________ as an excuse for why I haven‘t done my 

homework 

2. He became a very successful businessman although he never finished school. He 

___________________  when he was sixteen. 

3.  I have to _________________  the royal family because I am holding a 

presentation about them in English class tomorrow.  

4. If I had three sons like they have, I don‘t know how I would ________  them 

________ university. 

5. He never finished high school because they ________  him ________ for stealing. 

6. I had better ______________________ my French before our friends from France 

come to visit us next month. 

7. I have to __________________  this homework tomorrow so please let me do it in 

peace. 

 

 

Six sentences are missing from the text. Put the letters next to the 

numbers.  

 

People’s chef 

Is Jamie Oliver a national treasure? This young exuberant chef, who left school 

without any academic qualifications, burst onto British TV screens a decade ago. 

He was bubbling with enthusiasm, but perhaps a little annoying. 
 

1 Maybe this was because he seemed too much of a do-gooder: the golden boy 

who liked to visit his grandma and spoke readily of his love for his wife, 

Jools. 2 This is probably thanks to his willingness to receive sponsorship from one 

of Britain‘s leading supermarket chains, and his unwillingness to cook with food not 

locally and organically sourced. 3 He has recently officially become Britain‘s 

bestselling author. He has defeated not only the literary efforts of authors such as 

Khaled Hosseini and JK Rowling, but has also outsold those of his fellow celebrity 

chefs.  

4 More than a mere celebrity chef, he has become the ‗Chosen One‘. He holds 
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meetings with the Prime Minister. He changes supermarket policy. He cooks for 

heads of state and Hollywood stars.5 He has his own magazine, a website, a blog 

and his shows are broadcast in many countries overseas. Oliver might still have his 

critics, but it appears they are seriously outnumbered these days. 6 He is a chef 

who is on our side, who has used his position of powers to expose injustices and to 

educate. He is a man who surely has the makings of a proper national treasure for 

the UK. 

A 
He has been criticised too for being both a hypocrite and a 

food snob.  

B 
In truth, there have been times when people really disliked 

Jamie Oliver. 

C 
Jamie Oliver has not so far regained his popularity over 

time.  

D Oliver still can't compete with other celebrities. 

E 
At last, a majority has come to recognise that he is one of 

the good guys. 

F Oliver is now, without doubt, the country's leading 'foodie'. 

G 
Sales of Oliver's latest cookbook appear to point to return to 

favour. 

H Today, Jamie Oliver's media influence is far-reaching. 

 
  

1 2 3 4 5 6 
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Complete the text with the missing words. There are three extra words 
you won’t need. 

candy  celebrated  children costumes  contraction  

dress up  contraction   glass  holly   holiday 

missionaries  Pagan religions   scary   "Trick or treat!"

 wave   

The History of Halloween 

Halloween is a 1. ____________  in many English speaking countries that is 2. _________ 

 on the night of October 31st. Children wear 3. ____________  and they go to people's 

homes saying 4. ___________________ to ask for 5. __________  and then the people 

give it to them. People sometimes 6. _____________  as ghosts, witches, goblins, and 

other 7. _________ things for Halloween. 

The word Halloween is from Hallowe'en. This is a 8. ________________  of All Hallow's 

Eve. All Hallow's Eve is the day before the Catholic holiday All Saints holy day. All 

Saints holy day was once called All Hallows. This was short for All Hallowed Souls. 

Hallowed means 9. ___________ . 

This holiday All Saints holy day was made by Christian 10. _____________ . It was the 

same day as a 11. __________  holiday. The missionaries came to areas where Pagans 

lived. They tried to make the Pagans believe in Christianity. So they made some Pagan 

holidays into Christian holidays. 

The Pagan holiday that All Saints holy day replaced was the Day of the Dead. Many 

Wiccans and modern Pagans celebrate the Day of the Dead. This is a happy holiday (even 

though it says 'Dead'). It is the day that the souls of dead people come back to Earth. So in 

Pagan 12. ________  it is not about scary things. It is about being with (remembering) 

family or friends who have died. 
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Look at the situations and write down what these people might say.  
 

1. Roger is not enjoying his new job. 
    I wish ………………..................................................................………….. . 
2.  Jason knows that he has got to do military service. 
    If only ………………………….................................................................. . 
3. Tina has seen a lovely dress, but it costs too much. 
    I wish ………………………..........................................................……….. . 
4. Henry has been feeling ill for months and wants to feel better. 
    If only ……………………………..........................................................…. . 
5.  She is jealous of Jane, who is a student at Oxford. 
    I wish ………………………….................................................................. . 

 

Groupwork 

 

 

Make a Power Point presentation on the following subject. 

The most important news of October 2013 

 

Choose 6 pieces of news 3 about Hungary, 3 from abroad and 

make a presentation on it. 

 

Write 5-6 sentences about each piece of news and illustrate it as 

well. Your presentation should include 12 slides.  

HOUSE or HOME? 

 
1. When I used to work in Austria I felt ………………..sick. 

2. I normally help my mom with the ………………..work. 

3. Let‘s have a cup of tea and make yourself at ……………….. .  

4. Jill bought a twin ……………….. on the outskirts of Edinburgh. 

5. What is your ………………..town? 

6. I‘ll be finished with my Maths ………………..work in a minute. 

7. Mary couldn‘t look after herself any more so she decided to move to an old people‘s 

……………….. . 

8. . ………………..made cookies are my favourite. 

9. My brother had a noisy ………………..warming party after moving into his new flat. 

10.  I travel too much to run my own house so I have a ………………..keeper. 
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Read the article and complete the vocabulary using the text above 

Prince George on his best behaviour as he is christened 

 

He was, in every sense, the perfect baby. Prince George, who will one day be king and 
head of the Church of England, was calmness personified throughout his half-hour 
christening ceremony today. It may have been ―the first time he‘s been quiet all day‖, as his 
father, the Duke of Cambridge, joked before the ceremony, but the three-month-old Prince 
showed he has the temperament for the big occasion as he took the whole thing in his 
stride. The only thing missing was a smile, though at three months old, it would have been 
unfair to expect that even from a royal baby. 

The couple had insisted all along that the service would be an ―intimate‖ affair, but just how 
intimate only emerged when Kensington Palace released the guest list, which ran to just 
22 names. 

Prince George, on only his 94th day in the world, had more than a look of the baby Prince 
William about him as his father gently jogged him up and down to keep him quiet. Just as 
he had done on the day he left hospital, the Prince appeared to offer a slight royal wave as 
he was greeted by the Queen, though some sleight of hand by the Duke may have had 
more than a little to do with it. 

His Honiton lace robe, perfectly complemented by the Duchess‘s outfit, was an exact 

copy of the original worn by Queen Victoria‘s eldest daughter, Victoria, Princess Royal, in 

1841 and used for all subsequent royal christenings including the Queen, her children and 

grandchildren. The replica was hand-made by the Queen‘s dressmaker Angela Kelly and 

was first worn by the Duke‘s cousin, Viscount Severn, in 2008. 

Prince George was baptised in the 17in high silver gilt Lily Font, made for Queen Victoria‘s 

children, which is usually kept with the Crown Jewels and has been used for every royal 

christening since, with the exception of Princess Eugenie. Using water from the River 

Jordan, where Christ was baptised by John the Baptist, the Archbishop made the sign of 

the cross on Prince George‘s forehead and trickled water on his head three times to 
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symbolise the Holy Trinity. 

Source: The Telegraph 

christening  

 esemény 

though  

to expect   

 ragaszkodni valamihez, kitartani valami 

mellett 

all along   

  csipkeruha 

 pontos mása 

 eredeti 

subsequent   

hand-made   

 koronaékszerek 

with the exception of   

John the Baptist   

 

 

Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first, 

using the words in brackets. Use between two and five words.  

 

1. Taking mobile phones inside the court is forbidden. (mustn‘t)  

You ....................................................................................... mobile phones 

inside the court.  

2. We can‘t travel abroad without taking a passport. (take) 

To travel abroad we ............................................................... a passport.  

3. There were no tickets left. (couldn‘t) 

I ..................................................... the tickets because they had sold out.  

4. It isn‘t necessary to complete an application form. (have) 

You ............................................................................ an application form. 

5. Will it be possible for us to leave our bags at the hotel? (able)  

Will ................................................................... our bags at the hotel?  
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Writing a letter of complaint  
a. Translate the following expressions into Hungarian and use some of 
them in the next part. 

 I  am writing to complain about…….. - 

____________________________________________________________ 

 I am therefore writing to you to ask for a full refund of the price… - 
____________________________________________________________  

  I therefore would appreciate it ifyou would ensure that someone returns to replace 
the blind by the end of the week.-  
______________________________________________________________ 

 Following our telephone conversation earlier today, I am writing to give details of my 
dissatisfaction with… 
______________________________________________________________ 

 My central complaint is that the 
______________________________________________________________ 

 As stated in my telephone call, I feel that we are due a full refund for this holiday as 
it failed to meet the description in the brochure 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________  
 

 I would be grateful if you could arrange 
_________________________________________________________________ 

 Please contact me as soon as possible to let me know when 
________________________________________________________  

b. Read this extract from a letter you have recently sent to a friend: 

.... Oh, and by the way, don't go to Barry's 
Restaurant for your birthday. We went there 
last night - the service was awful and the 
food was a disaster! I complained to the 
head waiter but he asked me to put it in 
writing ... 

 

Write your letter of complaint to the restaurant manager. (150-170 
words) 
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Groupwork 
 
Make a presentation with the following title: Hungary's top beauty 
places 
Choose 10 places which are worth seeing for a foreign tourist in 
Hungary. Make illustrations and write 10-15 sentences about each place. 
Each description should include why it is worth a visit! If you make a 
slideshow, it should be 20 slides at least, but not more than 25.  
Send your presentation to angolverseny@hebe.hu  
 

Winter idioms and vocabulary 

Match the expressions with their meanings. 
 

1. dead of winter 

2. to be on thin ice 

3. pure as the driven snow 

4. to break the ice 

5. to run hot and cold 

6. put something on ice 

7. snowed under 

8. to hibernate 

9. to be snowbound 

10. sleet 

11. snowfall 

12. to get cold feet 

13. to be cold comfort 

14. to be left out in the cold 

 

a. something that is supposed to make you feel better but doesn‘t 

b. to create a more friendly and relaxed atmosphere 

c. to be overwhelmed, usually with responsibilities 

d. a mixture of snow and rain 
e. to be in a risky situation 

f. to be excluded from a group or activity 

g. the coldest, darkest part of winter 

h. to sleep through the winter months 

i. to be innocent and chaste 

j. to be unable to make up one‘s mind 

k. to get too scared to do something planned 

l. to stop doing something 

m. to be stranded or unable to leave a place because of heavy snowfall. 
n. the amount of snow that falls during a period of time 

mailto:angolverseny@hebe.hu
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Circle the correct answer.  

1. My father wants to ……………….. a restaurant in Las Vegas. 

a) finish up      b) start up 

 2. If we can‘t get the money, we‘re ……………….. . 

a) finished     b) started 

3. You can have desert after ……………….. your meal. 

a) starting up     b) finishing up 

4. Mary burned the cake so she had to ……………….. all over again. 

a) finish     b) start 

 5. Are you ……………….. your work? 

a) finished with    b) started with 

 6. This newspaper article is a good ……………….. point for our discussion. 

a) starting     b) finishing 

 7. ……………….. , I don‘t like seafood. Secondly, I get seasick. I‘m not coming! 

a) To start with    b) To finish with 

 8. We‘re almost ready to start. The stage only needs the ……………….. touches. 

a) starting     b) finishing  
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Read the article. Find the highlighted words and write their 
Hungarian meanings next to them. After that, summerize the article 
in 10 Hungarian sentences. 

 

The Best Reading for Teens 

 
The Tragedy Paper 
by  Elizabeth LaBan 

 

Perfect for fans of Thirteen Reasons Why and Looking for Alaska, Jennifer Weiner, 

New York Times bestselling author calls Elizabeth LaBan‘s The Tragedy Paper ―a 

beguiling and beautifully written tale of first love and heartbreak.‖  

It follows the story of Tim Macbeth, a seventeen-year-old albino and a recent transfer to 

the prestigious Irving School, where the motto is ―Enter here to be and find a friend.‖ A 

friend is the last thing Tim expects or wants—he just hopes to get through his senior year 

unnoticed. Yet, despite his efforts to blend into the background, he finds himself falling 

for the quintessential ―It‖ girl, Vanessa Sheller, girlfriend of Irving‘s most popular boy. To 

Tim's surprise, Vanessa is into him, too, but she can kiss her social status goodbye if 

anyone ever finds out. Tim and Vanessa begin a clandestine romance, but looming over 

them is the Tragedy Paper, Irving‘s version of a senior year thesis, assigned by the 

school‘s least forgiving teacher. 

Jumping between viewpoints of the love-struck Tim and Duncan, a current senior about to 

uncover the truth of Tim and Vanessa, The Tragedy Paper is a compelling tale of forbidden 

love and the lengths people will go to keep their secrets. 

 
1. get through  - ___________________________ 

2. blend into - _____________________________ 

3. falling for - ______________________________ 

4. to be into sy - ___________________________ 

5. to find out - _____________________________  

 

The Hungarian summary:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.barnesandnoble.com/c/elizabeth-laban
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Gerund or Infinitive?  

a. TO or – ING? 

-  Did you remember _________________ (pick) up those photos today? 

- What photos? 

- Oh, no. I can remember _______________ (mention) it to you only this morning. 

-  I can‘t remember __________________ (agree) to pick up some photos. 

- Well, don‘t forget _________________ (call) in at the shop for them tomorrow. 

- OK. 

 

b. Complete the sentences with the proper forms of the verbs.   

  1. My teacher advised me ……............................................….. (use) the dictionary. 
  2. I‘m sorry. I forgot ……........................................................... (feed) your parrots. 
  3. The guide suggested ……..................................................... (go) to the Castle. 
  4. I‘m beginning …...........…… (understand) why they all left without saying a word. 
  5. My teacher encouraged me ……...,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,....................... (take) this exam. 
  6. First she introduced her ideas and then went on …,,,,,,,,….. (explain) the details. 
  7. Who allowed you …..............................................….. (go) out to the garden? 
  8. Where‘s Hugh? He‘s gone ….................................…… (pick up) the children. 
  9.  I love pop music but I can‘t stand people ……...................... (play) out of tune. 
10. The patient began …..............................................…… (show) signs of recovery. 
 

 
 
b. Translate the following sentences into English. Use the infinitive 

structure. 

 
1. Örülök, hogy találkoztunk. 

____________________________________________________  

2. Lehetséges,  hogy korán induljunk? 

____________________________________________________ 

3. Lehetetlen megtanulni az összes szót. 

____________________________________________________ 

4. Könnyű megérteni az angolt? 

____________________________________________________ 

5. Jó volt látni Annát tegnap este. 

____________________________________________________ 
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Groupwork 
 

Which was the best Hungarian or foreign book for teens in 2013? 
Choose a book, which was published in 2013 and introduce it on a 
A/4 sheet of paper.  
Recommend the book to us. Why is it worth reading it? 
Use the internet for help, but don’t copy any text. Illustrate your 
work as well. 
 
   

 High or tall? Write the correct adjective in the correct form.  
 

1. Sally is very _______ and slim.  

2. I don‘t know how my dog managed to jump over the ______ fence.  

3. The factory has _______ chimneys.  

4. He is ___________ than me. 

5. What is the ________ mountain in the world? 

6. We mustn‘t wear ________ heels to school. 

7. This year we have a very ______ Christmas tree.  

8. I can‘t reach the ceiling. It is too _________ up.  

9. Tom couldn‘t use the lawnmower because the grass in his garden was too 

__________ .  

10. We could still see the balloon _______ in the sky.  

 

Everyday problems – Choose the correct answer.  
 

1. I can‘t take you home. I have a _______ tyre. 

a. empty  b. low  c. flat  

2. We ____________________ petrol on the way to the airport. 

a. ran off   b. ran out of   c. ran down  

3. I can‘t believe, you‘ve _______ this test again. 

a. falled   b. failed  c. fell  

4. Ouch! I‘ve _______ my head on the cupboard door.  

a. crashed  b. bumped   c. bruised  

 

5. The internet has been _________ for two hours. I can‘t work like this.  

a. of     b. down   c. up 

6. I need to see a dentist. I fell of my bike and ________ a tooth .  

a. cut   b. chipped   c. hurt  

7. I need to change my clothes. I _________ my shirt with coffee.  
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a. dyed   b. dotted   c. stained  

8. I can‘t call him back. My phone battery _______________ .  

a. died   b. emptied   c. kicked  

9. Tom was driving behind me and didn‘t break. He _________ my bumper.  

a. banged  b. scratched   c. dented  

10. We are ___________ bread. Go and buy some if you want me to prepare some 

sandwiches for you.  

 

Write the synonyms. To which adjective can you give synonyms 
on your own? Write at least your 3 synonyms.  

 

exhausted, furious, terrified, huge, filthy, dear, enormous, 

fantastic, miserable, awful, tiny, dull, clever, spotless, great 

 

big: _____________________________________________  

small: ___________________________________________  

tired: ____________________________________________  

angry : ___________________________________________  

dirty : ___________________________________________  

clean : ___________________________________________  

kind: ____________________________________________  

intelligent: ________________________________________  

boring : __________________________________________  

frightened : _______________________________________  

bad: ______________________________________________  

good: _____________________________________________ 
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a. Fill in the table about phrasal verbs. 

 

Verb Preposition In Hungarian 

grow    nő valamivé 

  out megold 

  after vigyáz, gondját 

viseli 

start  out   

give    abbahagy 

set    felállít, elkezd 

  away eldobni 

 

 

a. Now complete the text with the missing phrasal verbs in the 

correct forms.  

 
When Tom ___________ his own business, everyone told him he was crazy 

to __________ his old job. His friend told him not to _________ his fantastic 

lifestyle. His business ____________ small, but soon it __________ a large 

company. Now, it‘s not an easy company to ____________, but Tom 

manages to ___________ the problems.  
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Informal letters 
a. Write the following expressions into the proper group.  

 

Take care, I‘m just writing to thank you for.....,  Best regards , Well, if I were 

you...., It was wonderful to hear from you again,  I‘m writing to say sorry for you , 

You‘ll never guess, what happened yesterday. Thanks very much for...., I want to 

apologise for..., Sorry, for not writing earlier but I‘ve been very busy, It was kind 

of you to ......., In your letter you said you weren‘t sure what to do about..., Have 

you thought about...., I am really looking forward to seeing you, By the way, did 

you know that..... , Bad news, I‘m afraid, I hope it is not too much to ask, but, I 

wonder if I could ask a favour. Could you...., Well, that‘s all for now, Give my 

regard to Mary, 

 

How to start a letter: 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 

 

Thank you letter: 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________  

 

Giving advice: 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

  

Telling good news: 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________  

Telling bad news: 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________  
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Asking for help: 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

Saying sorry: 

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

Finishing a letter:  

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 

Saying goodbye:  

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 

b. Choose one of the topics and write a short informal letter (12-

15 sentences) 

 Write a letter to your father informing him about your  
studies and requesting him to send you money. 

 Write a letter to your uncle thanking him for the gift he sent you on your 
birthday 

 Write a letter to your younger brother advising him not to neglect his 
studies and to work hard for the annual examination 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.a1letters.com/informal/i1009.html
http://www.a1letters.com/informal/i1009.html
http://www.a1letters.com/informal/i1015.html
http://www.a1letters.com/informal/i1015.html
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Groupwork 

 
Make a Power Point Presentation with the following title: 
 
What the Americans celebrate on the fourth Thursday of November  
  
Introduce this American holiday, write about the traditions. Illustrate 
your work as well.  
 
Your presentation should consist of 20 slides. Send your work via e-mail to 
angolverseny@hebe.hu   
  

  
 
     Animal idioms   

a. Which farm animal is it? Write the names of the animals to make 
idioms.    

 
1. ___________ 

- to put the _______ among the pigeons 
- fat _________  
- a _______ nap  
- to let the ______ out of the bag  
- curiosity killed the ____________ 
- a ______ has nine lives  
- all _______ are gray in the dark  
- a _____ got your tongue 
- when the _______ is away the mice will play  
- look like the ____ who swallowed the canary  

 
2. _______________  
 - make a ______ of yourself  
 - in a ________‘s eye 
 - sweating like a _________  
 - eat like a _________  
 - happy as a ______ in mud  
  -  when _______ fly  
 

      3. _____________  
 - in the ______ house 
 - ________ tired  
 - ______ days of summer  
 - it‘s a ________‘s life  
 - _______ eat _______  

mailto:angolverseny@hebe.hu
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 - love me, love my _________  
 - rain cats and _______  
4. __________  
 - biggest _____ in the puddle  
 - like water off a _______‘s back  

 
 

 b. Which idiom is it? Write the idiom next to the definition.   
 

1. someone who has too much money - _________________________ 
2. most important person in a small group - _______________________ 
3. very hot - __________________________ 
4. unable to speak - ___________________________ 
 
 

  

c. Complete the sentences.   
 

1. It was so hot. Everyone was sweating like a _______________ .  
2. I'll be in the _____________ if I stay out too late tonight. 
3. I always feel better after ________________ . 
4. The baseball game was cancelled because it's raining ________________ . 

 
  
 
 

In each sentence there is one incorrect word. Underline the word and 
write the correct one in the space. Make 5 similar sentences on your 
own. 
 
1. House prizes in this area have increased dramatically. ........................... 
2. I sort you were flying on Monday. .......................... 
3. Our boss is living on Friday. He‘s taking early retirement. .......................... 
4.  Please, be careful with that vase! It‘s worse quite a lot of money. .......................... 
5 I‘m going to have the pork shop, please. .......................... 
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Fill each gap using the correct form of the past simple, past 
    continuous or the past perfect simple. 
 
1. I ….................................................... (hope) to catch an earlier flight but I had to change 
my plans.  
2. My handbag wasn‘t there. I ….................................................... (leave) it on the 
train.  
3. …................................. you always ...................... (want) to study accountancy?  
4. The visitors arrived when I ….................................................... (talk) to the 
director.  
5. It was a quarter to six. Most of the shops ….......................... just ….......................... . 
(close)  
6. They ….................................................... (arrange) the conference rooms well in 
advance.  
7. He ….................................................... (fly) to Australia on business four times last year.  
8. We arranged the date of the next meeting after I …..................................... (find)  my 
diary. 
  
 
 

Choose the best alternative to complete the sentences. 
 
1. Could we ....................................... (bring over /bring up) this problem at the next  
    meeting, please? 
2. Let‘s ....................................... (look to / look at) some different possibilities. 
3. The business will ....................................... (go down / go under) if sales do not improve. 
4. I‘m afraid to say that we‘ve ....................................... (come up against / come in    
    against) a problem. 
5. I ....................................... (gave up / gave in) trying 
    to find the conference room after 40 minutes. 

 
 
 
Write sentences with the following phrasal verbs to show their 
meanings. 
 
look forward to  
 

set up  
________________________________________________________________________ 
look at  
________________________________________________________________________ 
learn about  
________________________________________________________________________ 
follow up  
________________________________________________________________________ 
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GROUPWORK 

 
Give a picture description of the two photos. What can you see in the 
pictures? Write about both of them separately and also describe what 
the connection is between the two photos. Work on a separate sheet of 
paper. Write at least 20 sentences altogether.  
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Use of English 
 

a. Read the text below and look at each line carefully. Some of the lines 
are correct, and some have a word which should not be there. 

I LOVE LANGUAGES 

0              My family and I moved to England from Poland last                 (correct) 

00            month ago because of my mother's job. I want to go to            (ago) 

1              university to study also languages but I know my English 

2              is not good enough. I studied English at school in Gorzów 

3              but the accents here in northern England make it to sound 

4              completely different from what I have been learnt in the 

5              classroom. I'm thinking of taking over a course in English first  

6              and then going on to a degree course in Russian and Polish. 

7              I believe I will pass my Polish course without no difficulty 

8              as long as I improve my grammar. Studying Russian 

9              will be challenging but I am lucky because of I won't have 

10            to spend too much time on Polish and will be able to 

11            concentrate more on Russian. I did chose the Russian  

12            language because it has always fascinated by me, and I  

13            hope that after studying it for four years I will be able 

14            to use it in a profession such as translating. I'm looking 

15            very forward to visiting Moscow one day. I might even 

                get the chance to teach Polish there.  
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b. Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it means 
exactly the same as the sentence above it. 

1. I haven‘t enjoyed myself so much for years. 
It‘s years …………………………..............................................................………. 

2. Why hasn‘t Peter phoned? She wondered 
  She wondered ……………………....................................................................... 

3. Couldn‘t you find a better hotel? 
Is this ………………........................................................................................... 

4. John began playing the piano ten years ago. 
John has ………………………........................................................................... 

5. My mother made these curtains lat month. 
These curtains ………………............................................................................ 

 

 
c.     Confusing words 
        Choose the correct word. 
 

1. He was cooking dinner while / during the football match. 
2. Could you go to the store and get me some stationary / stationery? 
3. I need to sow / sew a new button onto my shirt. 
4. You can choose between / among four prizes. 
5. Although / Despite his having studied French, he found the course very difficult. 
6. The movie was such / so boring he fell asleep. 

 

Grammar 
 
Put in an infinitive or an –ing form. 

1. My watch has stopped ……………  . (work) 

2. I would like …………… a better stereo. (buy) 

3. I very much enjoy …………… photos of animals. (take) 

4. Do you like …………… sport on TV? (watch) 

5. I must ask Harry …………… my MP3 player. (mend) 

6. We hope …………… a new car soon. (get) 

7. I don‘t want …………… Judy – will you do it? (telephone) 

8. Our dishwasher keeps …………… . (flood) 

9. Thanks very much for …………… my bicycle. (mend) 

10.  Don‘t forget …………… some oil in the car. (put) 

11. I can‘t stand …………… advertisements on TV. (watch) 

12. We must …………… the mixer back to the shop – it doesn‘t work. (take) 
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Vocabulary 

1. You can buy birthday cards and Christmas cards at the _____. 

2. You can buy a new sofa or a bed at the_____ 

3. You can buy newspapers and magazines at the _____ 

4. You can buy cigarettes, matches and cigars at the _____ 

5. You can buy bread and cakes at the_____. 

6. You can buy almost everything at Harrods in London. It is a very big_____. 

7. Men can get their hair cut at the _____and women at the_____. 

8. You can buy stamps and post letters and parcels at the _____ 

9. You can buy fish at the_____. 

10. You can cash a cheque and borrow money at the _____ 

11. You can buy fruit and vegetables at the _____ 

12. You can buy a bottle of wine or whisky to take home with you at the_____. 

13. You can buy a jigsaw puzzle or a doll's house at the _____ 

14. You can buy medicine, make-up or perfume at the _____ 

15. You can buy a hammer and a screwdriver at the _____ 

16. You can buy CDs, records or cassettes at the _____ 

17. You can get your clothes cleaned at the_____ 

18. You can do the weekly shopping for food at the _____ 

19. You can buy meat and sausages at the_____ 

20. You can buy a pair of boots or slippers at the _____ 

21. You can wash your dirty clothes at the_____ 

22. You can have a cup of coffee and a sandwich at the _____ 

23. You can buy a bunch of roses at the _____ 

24. You can buy a ring or a watch at the _____ 

baker's, bank, barber's, butcher's, café, card shop, chemist's, department 

store, dry cleaner's, fishmonger's, florist's, furniture shop, greengrocer's, 

hairdresser's, ironmonger's, jeweller's, launderette, newsagent's, off-licence, 

post office, record shop, shoe shop, supermarket, tobacconist's, toy shop 
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Groupwork 
 
   
Introduce a Hungarian and an English star-chef parallel. You can make either a 
poster or a PPT presentation.  

- Write about their lives and careers. 

- Why do you think they became so famous? / What makes them special? 

- Introduce a cake / biscuit recipe of theirs. 

- Illustrate your work.  

If you make a poster, the size of your work should be maximum A/3.  
If you choose the Power Point Presentation, you should create 10 slides. 
Send your presentation via e-mail to hebeangolverseny@gmail.com  
 

mailto:hebeangolverseny@gmail.com

